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Virtual Laboratory Work in the Course of Hydromechanics 

«The Experimental Determination of Velocity in the Cross-Section of a Round 

Pipe» 
 

 

 

PRINCIPLES OF INTERACTION WITH THE VIRTUAL MODEL  

OF THE LABORATORY EQUIPMENT 

 

 The simulation model of the laboratory equipment is an interactive geometric 

structure placed in a virtual three-dimensional space. Observation of objects is carried out 

using a virtual camera. In the basic (free) mode, the camera can rotate around the focus 

point (Figure 1). The focus point of the camera can move in the vertical frontal plane. In 

addition, the camera can distance itself relative to the focus point for an arbitrary distance 

bounded by the dimensions of the work space of 3D scene.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 – Principle of the Camera Control in Free Mode 
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 Basic manipulations with the camera in a free mode are carried out using a 

computer mouse. Herewith pressing and holding the left mouse button with the 

accompanying movement of the mouse moves the focus point of the camera in the frontal 

plane of work space. Clicking and holding the right mouse button while moving the mouse 

causes the camera to rotate relative to the focus point. The angles of rotation (azimuth and 

elevation) of the camera are limited by the dimensions of the 3D work space. The distance 

between camera and focus point is changing by rotating the mouse scroll wheel in the 

forward and reverse directions. 

Note: in some virtlabs, the focus point may move in a horizontal plane! 

In addition to the free mode, the camera can switch to individual elements of the 

laboratory equipment. Switching the camera to the individual object is performed by 

hovering the mouse over the object with a subsequent single click of the left mouse button. 

In this case, the camera can take a static position or be able to move in a vertical plane by 

hovering the mouse pointer to the edges of the screen or using the keyboard arrow keys. 

The clicking on an arbitrary area of the screen is return of the camera to basic mode. 

 The interaction with the control elements of the simulational laboratory equipment 

is carried out by hovering the mouse over the object and then pressing (or a single click) 

the left (or right) mouse button. Specific of the control for different elements may vary. For 

example, continuously regulating elements (flow control valves, etc.) require holding the 

left or right mouse button to change their state. Elements of discrete action (gates or 

latches) require a single click of the left mouse button. 

 At the moment of hovering the mouse pointer over the object, manipulations with 

the camera are temporarily unavailable. Similarly, when manipulating the camera, it is not 

possible to perform actions on the controls elements of the lab equipment. 

 

VIRTUAL MODEL OF THE LABORATORY EQUIPMENT 

 

A simulation model of a laboratory equipment (Figure 2) includes a centrifugal 

pump (1) with an electric motor (2), for which the control panel (3) is used. Using a pump, 

water is supplied to a pipeline with an inner diameter of 100 mm, at the beginning of which 

a spring manometer (4) is installed for measuring at the pump outlet. The water flow is 

regulated by the valve (5). The horizontal part of the pipeline is made of glass (6). At the 

end of this section, a device for measuring the velocity head is installed, combining a 

measuring diaphragm (7) and a pitot tube (8). A mercury differential manometer (9) is 

connected to the right vertical section of the pipeline. In the central part of the laboratory 

setup is the scale of the Pitot-Prandtl device (10) and a compressor (11) for supplying 

compressed air to the upper part of the device tubes. 
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Figure 2 – Image of a Simulation Laboratory Equipment  

for Experimental Determination of Velocity in the Cross-Section of a Round Pipe 
 

PHYSICAL PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

 

Fluid flow rates in pipelines are usually calculated by the velocity head, measured by 

the difference between the readings of the velocity tubes (full head tubes) and 

piezometers. 

In fig. Figures 3 and 4 show diagrams of measuring velocities with the help of an L-

tube of full head tube. The tube is fixed in the holder, which is fixed in the rod with a collet. 

The rod moves in the body of the coordinator. The movement of the tube is counted on a 

scale on the body. To increase the accuracy of the tube installation, the limiter is equipped 

with a vernier. 

Using tubes with a diameter of up to 1 mm (inner diameter of 0.5 mm), reliable 

measurements can be made at distances from walls of 2.. 3 mm. At shorter distances, 

measurement errors occur due to an increase in the radial velocity gradient and 

asymmetry around the tube. 
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Figure 3 – Changing the Position of the Full Head L-Tube  

 

 
 

Figure 4 – Full Head L-Tube Measuring Scale 
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To reduce the influence of the holder on the flow, its diameter should not be more 

than 0.05 of the diameter of the measured section. When installing the device, it is 

necessary to carefully verify the spatial orientation of the tube and precisely fix on the 

coordinate scale the initial position of the tube in the center of the measured section. 

Piezometers are connected to an annular leveling manifold connected at several 

points of the perimeter to the pipeline (Figure 3). Drainage holes in the wall should have a 

diameter of 1...4 mm and sharp, carefully cleaned edges to avoid the appearance of local 

flow deformations that distort measurements. 

When measuring large water velocities, as well as in pipes of large diameter, 

significant hydrodynamic forces act on the console of the corner tube, which can cause 

deviations and vibrations of the tube. In such cases, it is advisable to use a cylindrical tube 

of full head (tube diameter d=3...5 mm, inlet diameter - 0.5...1 mm), which has two bearings 

located diametrically. In this case, the pressure measurement must be performed in the 

cross section taken out in front of the tube by 2...4 diameters in order to exclude the 

influence of the tube restriction on the flow measurement. 

The difference hU of the total and piezometric heads is measured by a Pitot-Prandtl 

instrument. If significant fluctuations in the piezometer readings (caused by flow 

pulsations) are detected, damping devices are installed in front of it in the connecting lines 

in the form of chokes of various types, averaging the values of hU. 

Velocity at measuring point 

UhgkU  2  ,     (1) 

where k – is the calibration coefficient of the tube, due to the influence on the readings of 

the design of the tube and the Reynolds number Re. 

For L-tubes of full head, under ordinary measurement conditions (Re>1000) k=1 

can be taken. 

Due to the large inertia of the device, measurements by the considered method 

allow one to obtain in the turbulent flow only time-averaged local velocities. Measurements 

of the averaged velocities from the differential hU averaged by the device are associated 

with turbulent pulsations in the flow and some errors arising from this, which, however, 

are small (less than 1%). 

To measure and control the constancy of flow rate on the pipeline outside the 

working area, a flow-reducing device (diaphragm, etc.) should be installed. To ensure 

sufficient accuracy of the results, velocity measurements should be made in pipes with a 

diameter of at least 50 mm. 

Since neither in real nor in virtual conditions it is possible to measure the fluid flow 

rate near the pipeline wall (at a distance of 5 cm from the center line), the speed at this 

point is conventionally assumed to be 40...60% of the speed on the pipeline axis, which is 

displayed in row 4 of the table . 1. 

Determination of water flow in the system is carried out using a mercury differential 

manometer located on the right side of the laboratory equipment (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5 – Indications of a Mercury Differential Manometer 

 

Accurate readings from the measuring scales of the mercury differential manometer 

are carried out by pointing the crosshair (in the center of the screen) at the center point of 

the free surface of the liquid of the measuring tube. Fluctuations in the liquid levels in the 

glass tube should be carried out on both sides (up and down) from the crosshairs. 

Consumption by a mercury differential manometer is determined by the formula 

hCQh   ,     (2) 

where С ‒ the constant of the diaphragm (С=0,7); h ‒ differential pressure across the 

differential manometer, mmHg. 

 

LABORATORY WORK DESCRIPTION 

 

Laboratory Work Objectives:  

1. Learn how to measure velocities at given cross-section points using a full-head 

tube (velocity tube) and a piezometer. 

2. Determine the flow rate from the velocity epure and compare it with the flow rate 

measured in another way.  

 

The Order of the Work and the Processing of Experimental Data: 

1.  Turn on the equipment and, on the instructions of the teacher, set the water flow 

rate using the flow rate change valve. 

2. Measure the readings of the Pitot - Prandtl device in the table. 1 points of sections 

and enter them in the table. 1 

3. Using the formula (1), determine the velocities at these points and write them in 

row 4 of the table. 1. 

4. Multiply the obtained velocities by the cross-section area to which these velocities 

belong (line 6 of Table 1), get the elementary expenses, the values of which are listed in 

line 7 of the Table. 1. 
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5. Add up all the costs of line 7, get the total flow rate of the section (line 8 of Table 

1). 

6. Estimate the equipment flow rate using a differential manometer (lines 11–13 of 

Table 1) and compare with the flow rate determined from the velocity diagram (line 8 of 

Table 1). 

7. Build a velocities epure for the cross section from experimental data (to scale). 

8. Give a conclusion of the results of the work. 

  

Table 1 – Results of Measurements and Calculations 

№ 
Measured and Calculated 

Values 
Units Experimental Results 

1 
Distance from the center of 
the pipe to the velocity 
measuring point 

cm 0 0.5 1 2 3 3.5 4 4.3 4.5 4.6 4.7 5 

2 
Pitot - Prandtl reading at the 
measuring point hleft  | hright mm                         

3 
Velocity height at the 
measuring point  
hUi = hleft + hright 

mm             

4 
Velocity at measuring point  

 𝑈i =  2𝑔ℎ𝑈i  
m/s             

5 Average velocity 𝜐 =
 𝑈𝑖

12
 m/s  

6 
Cross-section areas at 
measur. points Si cm2 

0
.1

9
6

 

1
.5

7
1

 

5
.3

0
1

 

1
2

.5
7

 

1
3

.5
5

 

1
1

.0
 

9
.9

2
7

 

6
.7

1
5

 

4
.2

1
8

 

2
.8

9
8

 

5
.9

8
 

4
.6

4
 

7 
Elementary flow rates 
𝑞i = 𝑈i𝑆i  

m3/s 
            

8 
Cross-sect. flow rate 
𝑄q =  𝑞i  

m3/s 
 

9 Cross-section area S = πD2/4   

10 Average velocity υq = Qq /S   m/s  

11 Reynolds number Re=υqd/v   

12 
Mercury differential 
manometer reading, h       

mm  

13 
Flow rate 

 𝑄h = 𝐶 ℎ, (С = 0,7) 
L/s 

 

14 Flow rate Qh m3/s  

15 
Average velocity 
 υh = Qh /S   

m/s  

 


